Tunable properties induced by ion exchange in multilayer intertwined CuS microflowers with hierarchal structures.
Novel hierarchical wool-ball-like copper sulfide (CuS) microflowers with a three-dimensional (3D) porous framework were successfully synthesized by the direct reaction of copper with sulfur powder using a one-pot in situ growth method at low temperature (60 °C). The CuS microflowers covered firmly the surface of the 3D porous framework. The formation mechanism was examined in detail by adjusting the amount of hydrochloric acid and reaction time. Most importantly, the chemical composition of the CuS microflowers was altered by the Se exchange without changing their morphology and structure. In this way, pure CuSe and Cu1.8Se crystalline materials were obtained on the surface of the porous microtube at different reaction times and the appropriate amount of Se powder. And interestingly, the core material remained as CuS. This behavior greatly affects the physical and chemical properties of the materials. The catalytic ability of the as-obtained CuSe@CuS and CuSe1.8@CuS composite materials to degrade methylene blue and rhodamine B is several times greater than that of the as-synthesized CuS microflowers.